FITGO Bingo
May 28th – July 26th

How to Play!

FITGO BINGO is played just like regular bingo – with a twist!

1. Complete one FITGO line that is across, up, down or diagonal. Completing every line will leave you with a blackout card!
2. Turn in your FITGO BINGO card to your health coach by July 26th, 2019 at a FITGO Station (Times and locations of stations will be emailed out to participants), or scan or snap of photo of your FITGO card, and send via email to your health coach by July 26th, 2019.
3. Squares with multiple days and multiple weeks needs to be completed in consecutive days and weeks. You decide what day and week to begin the square.
4. Squares with “Health Coach Initials”, will need to be initialed by your health coach.

Prizes!

✓ Receive a ticket for every completed row, column or diagonal to be entered into the FITGO Raffle drawing for 1 of 20 $25.00 Healthy Purchase Gift Cards

✓ Black-Out your FITGO Card to receive a $10.00 Healthy Purchase Gift Card guaranteed.

✓ When you blackout your FITGO card you will also receive a raffle ticket to be entered for a chance to win a Fitbit!

Questions? Contact your Health Coach at TUSDWellnessCoaches@tusd1.org